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Introduction.

1. The following is an investigation of certain theorems which I gave in the

Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. 31 (1899),

pp. 381-423, and which were later discussed in a simpler manner by Dr. C. A.

Scott in the Transactions of the American Mathematical Soci-

ety, vol. 3 (1902), pp. 216-263. Initials, P and T, are used below for refer-

ence to these two sources respectively.

2. Noether's fundamental theorem states that certain conditions are suffi-

cient in order that a polynomial F in two variables x, y may be of the form

Af + Btj), where f, (f> are given polynomials, and A, B undetermined polyno-

mials. These conditions may be thus expressed : Change the origin to any

point a, b, i. e., substitute x + a, y + b for x, y in F, f, cf>, and expand in

ascending powers of x, y; then, whatever finite values a, b may have, F must

be of the form A'f-\- B'cp, where A', B' are undetermined infinite power series,

which are entirely different for different origins. Any origin at a point of inter-

section of the curves_/, <f> supplies a certain number of conditional equations for

the coefficients of F ; the conditions which different origins supply are quite

independent of one another, and there is no limit to the number of conditions

which a single origin may supply. On the other hand, any origin which is not

a point of intersection of f, <f> supplies no conditions ; for if f (say) does not

vanish at the origin, Fjf is a power series, so that Pis of the form A'f, and

therefore of the form A'f -\- B'tfx.

The two memoirs mentioned in § 1 relate to the conditions which are supplied

for F in the most general case when the origin is a point at which the curves

f, <f> have multiple points of any order and complexity, and contact of any kind.

3. We modify the notation by writing S, Cx, C2 for F,f, 4>(CX, C2 being

either given polynomials or power series), and Px, P2 for A', B'. We also

write

C1=2a?p xp-qyq,        C2=1bpxp-qyq,        S = 2z* xp~q yq    (p^s^o).

* Presented to the Society at the St. Louis meeting, September 16-17, 1904. Received for

publication November 13, 1903.
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The subject of investigation is therefore the whole system of identical equa-

tions which must be satisfied by the coefficients zp of # in order that the identity

# = CXPX+ C2 P2 may exist, where Px, P2 are undetermined power series.

It should be observed first of all that if the "equation 2,apzp = 0 is identically

satisfied, then all the equations 1.apzpz'n =0(Z=to=ëO) are also satisfied ; for

^zpzlxp-^y^ = x'-mymS= CXPX+ C2P2.

It is easily proved conversely that the equation ~2apzp = 0, and consequently

the one-set system consisting of the prime equation "Lapzp = 0 and all its dériv-

âtes * "2ap zpz,l = 0, is identically satisfied, provided the same one-set system is

satisfied for Cx and C2. Thus the whole system of identical equations satis-

fied by the z's consists of all the one-set systems which are satisfied by the

coefficients of Cx and of C2; and we have simply to investigate the properties

of the one-set systems of equations ivhich are satisfied by both Cx and C2.

4. The work given below covers practically the same ground as Miss Scott's

memoir T; and aims at dealing with the subject in an exact and general man-

ner, although in many places the argument is based on particular examples. I

have made several attempts at different times to place the theory on a purely

algebraic foundation (cf. P § 8) ; but should probably not have succeeded

except for the help derived from T. I have followed T in regarding the one-

set theorem as the fundamental one, from which the whole subject is most natur-

ally developed, and have found the diagrams of T § 32 of the greatest assistance

in proving more than one important property (§§ 15-19). The principal

theorems proved are :

(i) The one-set theorem (§§ 7-13). All the one-sets which two given curves,

or series of coefficients, satisfy make up a single one-set ; provided the two

curves have not a common branch through the origin (§ 20).

Conversely, the complete solution of any one-set system of equations is expres-

sible by means of two particular solutions (§ 14). This converse is not proved

in T, and is not a consequence of the theorem itself.

(ii) The t-set theorem (§§ 22, 23). All the one-sets which t + 1 independent

curves, or series, satisfy make up t independent one-sets, i. e., a ¿-set : provided

me t + 1 curves have not all a common branch through the origin. This may

be said to include its own converse.

(iii) The number of (ordinary) points to which the whole intersection of any

two given curves at the origin is equivalent is equal to the number of inde-

pendent equations in the one-set determined by the two curves (§ 18).

In the proof of (i) in T §§ 14-24, so many different cases are encountered as

* Sot''«1'-1, Xa.vzv-'1, ■ • • are called the 1st, 2d, • ■ • i-derivates of the expression ?a¡¡z¡¡, and

Sa? zjTi1 > ^aqzqlA ' ' ' 'tnelst> ~A! ' ' ' y-derivates. Also E (or .E0° ) and E£ are written respect-

ively for 2a>'z>' and 2a''z',—',.
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to create a doubt whether some possibilities may not have been overlooked, such

as, for example, the possibility of A0 vanishing in T § 20. I believe, however,

that no important point is omitted ; although I am not satisfied that all the

points noted are sufficiently proved. In regard to (ii), I think the proof given

in T § 25 is quite incorrect, and that (ii) cannot be proved apart from difficult

considerations which are not involved in (i). An error also occurs in the proof

of (iii) in T § 27, which invalidates the proof of T § 29.

5. The proof of (ii) in T § 25 is based on the assumption that if m + 1 one-sets

of degree p are satisfied by t + 1 given independent curves, then the process of

ascent for two of the curves will yield m equations of degree p + 1 (the memoir

says p which I take to be a misprint for p -\-l). But the process of ascent, as

I understand it, is a general process, applicable to all curves which satisfy the

m + 1 one-sets of degree p ; and it is only the result that is applied to particu-

lar curves. This general process, when applied to m -f 1 one-sets of degree p,

does not in general give m equations of degree p + 1. What must be shown is

that if all the one-sets of degree = p satisfied by the curves make up an (m + 1 )-

set, where m -f 1 > t, then the process of ascent yields one or more equations of

degree p + 1, containing sufficient undetermined constants to allow of their

being satisfied by the t + 1 curves. If the above criticism is due to a misap-

prehension of the meaning of T § 25, it may still be maintained that the reason-

ing falls far short of a complete proof of theorem (ii).

6. The statement of T § 27 is : " If an expression E and its first k y-der\\-

ates E\, E22, ■ ■■, Ekk, as well as all the x-derivates of these, vanish for two

curves that have at the origin a multiple point of order k, then all the dérivâtes

of E vanish, so that E is a member of the one-set system proper to the point."

If true, this would materially simplify the proof of (iii) in P §§ 12—17 ; but it

is assumed that no equations which involve the coefficients of powers of y only

can be satisfied for both curves, when the axes have no special relation to the

curves. This is clearly a mistake, when, as is the case in T § 27, the equations

do not belong to a one-set system.

Take, as an example, the point whose prime equation is

z\ + mz\ + m2z\ + m3z\ = 0,

the dérivâtes of which are

z2 -f mz\ -f- m2z\ = z\ + mz\ = z[] = 0.

The two curves Cx, C2 which determine this point have only a linear branch

through the origin, so that k = 1.    Now take

E= z¡ + mz\ + m2z\ -f m3z\ -f m"z\ + az\ + ßz\ + yz¡ + Sz\ ;
then

E\ = mz\ + m2z\ + m3z\ + m*^ + az\ + ßz\ + <yz].
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All the x-derivates of E and E\ vanish for Cx and C2, and a, ß, y, o can be

so chosen that E and E\ also vanish for C, and C2; yet E is not a member

of the one-set system proper to the point.    It may be noticed that

E\ - mE\ = az\ + ßz\ + yz\ ;

but this expression can, and does, vanish for both curves, notwithstanding the

fact that it involves coefficients of powers of y only.

The one-set theorem.

7. Let C, = 2apxp~~qyq, C2 = '2bpxp~qyq, be two given polynomials or power

series in which no terms are present of degree less than i. We shall be con-

cerned chiefly with the series of elements formed by their coefficients, viz. :

U0'       1 ' '       t '      0       '       1       t I   "¿ + 1 5   uo        ' '

bl   bl    ...    bl   bi+1    bi+1    ■••    oi + 1    o<+2    ...
°o' "i>        '    »' "o     ' "i     '        '    i + l' "u     »"••

In each series the first | i ( i + 1 ) elements vanish, and also all elements out-

side a certain range if Cx, C2 are polynomials. All these vanishing elements

should, however, be considered as belonging to the series. We may assume that

no other elements vanish.* It is onlv essential, however, that.we assume a', not

to vanish.

We enquire first, what are the one-sets which both series satisfy ? In order

that 2^'»p = 0 may be one it is necessary and sufficient (§ 3) that the equation

^,tpz''= 0, and all its dérivâtes, should be satisfied both when zp = ap, and

when zp = bp. This gives at once the equations for the £'s ; and the general

solution (involving arbitrary linear parameters), being substituted in 2£'J'zp = 0 ,

will give all the equations (both prime and derívate) of the required one-set sys-

tems, by equating to zero the coefficients of the arbitrary parameters involved in

the f 's. Moreover any particular solution of the £"s supplies the coefficients of

a one-set ~2.Çpzp = 0, which may however be a derivate of a more extensive

one-set.

8. The Ç equations are

2£*a" = 0,        2fa"-1 = 0,        2^a''-} = 0,        2£V2=0,    ...,'q      q ' 11 1 1      1—1 11

and

2{JÔ*-0,      2^5;-'= o,      SÇipJ-O,      2^>-2 = o,   ....

which may also be written

20."^ = 0,        2a"^+1 = 0,        2a"^,+ ! = 0,        2ap^,+2=0,    •••,
q'y " 11 1     9+1 7 q^q ' "

26^" = 0,        26it"+1 = 0,       I,b"Ç>>+] = 0,        26^+2 = 0,    ....q ?q ' q^q ' ï     2+1 ' q Dq '

* If C1!, C2 are transformed to C¡, C[ when x = lx' + m/, y = l'x' + m'j' ( //m 4= i'/»»' ), it can be

easily proved that a one-to-one correspondence exists between the one-sets satisfied by Cx, C2 and

the one-sets satisfied by C¡, Oí. The same is true for the transformation x = lx' -f- my' -\- higher

terms, y = ZV ■+•»'*' + higher terms.
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These are best exhibited by simply writing down the array of the coefficients :

£' F £'  ... £' ¿"'+1 £'+l 2**+l
S0    =1    '2 b«    50 51 »2

a\ a{ a*

&Í K K
p+ilo l{+1 i;+1

v. bi+i b:+l ö.;+i

K

K

a\

b:

W+l    W + 2   W + 2    K+2
't + 1    =>0 31 '2

a. +1 +2 a'+2 a'+2¿+i  "'o "i a2

6i+1  6i+2 Oi+2 Oi+2
"i+1    "i) "l "2

0 aj+I aj+1 a*+I

a".
I

0

6Í

0 a*+1 a|+I
¿i+i ¿i+i ¿!+i
"ü 1 2

o &<+' ¿Í+1

«o aÍ aÍ
0 a¡ a\

0 0 at

H ï
o i
0 (

6:

W + 2
5¡ + 2

„i + 2"¡ + 2

bi+2
"t + 2

,¡+1

oi+1"i + 1

Thus the equations divide themselves into sets, according to the index of f in

the leading terms. Corresponding to these we have sets of elements, and lead-

ing elements of a set, viz. the array of coefficients of £"s with lowest index in

the set. This index is called the degree of the set and of the corresponding set

of equations. As they stand, the sets of elements contain two, four, six, etc.,

rows respectively ; but we may have to modify and diminish the sets, while

keeping the whole array or system of equations complete, in order that, in the

final form, the rows of leading elements in each set may be linearly independent-

We will suppose this done for the present, and proceed to mention the chief

properties of the equations, leaving the proofs of (ii), (iv), and (vi) to be given

later.

(i) Each £ with an index less than i is arbitary, since its coefficient is zero

in all the equations.

Each £ with an index greater than the limit index is zero, as explained in (iii).

(ii) Each set in the modified array contains either one or two more rows (or

equations) than the preceding set (§ 9). If only one more, the set is said to be

irregular; if two more, the set is regxdar.

The first set will be irregular if Cx, C2 have precisely the same tangents at

the origin. If the first j — i sets are irregular, an integral polynomial S exists

such that C2 + Cx S has a multiple point of order j at the origin. Also, as C2

may be replaced by C2+ CXS for the purpose of finding the one-sets of Cx, C2,

this case corresponds to two curves having multiple points of different orders

i,j at the origin.
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(iii) There cannot be more than i regular sets altogether; and at the ¿th

regular set the f's vanish. For the number of f's in the leading terms of the

¿th regular set of equations is equal to the number of equations in that set; and

the same is true for every later set, by (ii). Hence all f's with an index greater

than a certain limit index (viz., the index of the £'s in the leading terms of the

set preceding the itli regular set) are expressible in terms of £"'s whose indices

exceed any assigned index, however great, and so cannot be retained. Thus all

£'s which occur in the ¿th regular set must be taken to be zero.

This may also be proved in another way. Let n be the index of the £"s in

the leading terms of the ¿th regular set, so that n -4- 1 is the number of rows of

the set. Now the value of zp (the coefficient of xp~qyq in CXPX + C2P2,

Px, P2 being arbitrary) is obtained by taking the sum of the products of a

column of arbitrary elements (or parameters) with the column of elements cor-

responding to Çp. Hence, in zn0, z\, ■ ■ •, z", n + 1 significant parameters are

involved, viz., the elements of the arbitrary column corresponding to the n + 1

rows of the ¿th regular set, which do not appear at all in the »'s with index < ».

Thus z", »", •••,»" cannot appear permanently in any identical equation (after

their coefficients have been collected), since the n + 1 significant parameters

cannot be eliminated ; and, for the same reason, no z with an index = n can

appear.    But 2£,''z!' = 0 is an identical equation ; hence J* vauishes when p=.n.

(iv) If every set after the &th regular set is irregular, where k < ¿, then Cx,

C2 are divisible by a common power series K having a multiple point of order

i — k at the origin (§ 20). In this case the limit index mentioned in (iii) does

not exist ; and the whole intersection of C,, C2 at the origin is made up of K

and the finite intersection of CfKaxxd C2jKat the origin.

(v) If %p = a1' is one solution of the £ equations, it is easily seen that

£* = «f, \* =kX\ ' ■ • • # = «ffi (l = rn),.-. are other solutions (§ 8, line 6).
(vi) If Çp = a? is any particular solution such that the cc's with the limit

index do not vanish, then the several solutions Çp = ap+rs(r = s) give the com-

plete solution, i. e., the general solution is expressible by means of a single solu-

tion, viz., fp = 2V a!'+^, where the X's are arbitrary (§§ 10—13).

This last is the fundamental property of the f equations ; and from it follows

the one-set theorem § 4 (i). For all the one-sets which the series a, o satisfy are

included in ~LÇpzp = 0, when f'' is given its general value; but

ZÇ»z" = 2sp 2V a"+r = 2\r2a',+rz'' = lXr1apz'-r ;
sq    q q a     q-\-s a q + s    q s q    q—s 7

so that the general equation 2^'zf = 0 gives the one-set "2a? zp = 0 and its

dérivâtes, and nothing more. This reasoning is not affected by the fact that

the number of the X's is not the least number of arbitrary parameters by means

of which the general solution for f can be expressed.

9. We have now to examine the result of modifying the array of the coeffi-
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cients (§ 8) so as to make the rows of leading elements in each set linearly inde-

pendent. Suppose the first p sets are regular, and the p + 1th irregular. The

leading elements of the pth sxridp -f 1th sets are

a* a* a\ ■ ■ ■ and        aj a\ a\ •■■

0   aj a[ ••• 0   aj aj •••

p rows p + 1 rows

ft« ft* 6; ••• ft« ft' ft« ...

o  ft' ft; ... o   ft« oj ...

^> rows, p + 1 rows ;

and in the former the rows are linearly independent, but not in the latter. The

latter array differs from the former only by the addition of the last a row, the

last ô row, and the last column. Hence the first p rows a and first p rows b in

in the latter array are independent. These supply none but zero elements for

the last column ; hence the last a row, which has a non-vanishing element a\ in

the last column, is an additional independent row. The last row of all must

then be dependent on the first 2p -f 1 rows, which are independent. We

can therefore multiply the first 2p + 1 rows by such quantities that, when added

to the last row, the leading elements in that row all vanish. The row of the

whole array becomes then a row belonging to the p + 2th set, with leading

terms £*+*+', and is

ri+P+X     „i+P+X     ,     .     0i+P+X     ri+p+î .     „i+p+2v0 ' °1 ' '     .+J>+1 '  S ' '  S+p+2 '

The leading elements of the p + 2th set consist now of p + 2 rows

ai,---,a\,p+ 2rowsoj, • • -, b\, and 1 row c]+p+l, ■■■,ci!+p+\. By treating the

first p + 1 rows a and first p + 1 rows b in the same way as in the p -f 1th set,

the p + 1th row b is replaced by a row c in the p + 3th set ; similarly by means

of the ^)+l rows a after the first, and the p -f- 1 rows b after the first, the

p + 2th row 6 is replaced by a second row c in the p + 3th set. The two rows

c in the p + 3th set are

ri+P-rX        „t+îJ+1 ri+P+X        A /.'-Í+2        «»+JM-2 . . .
°0 °1 ^i+p+X        V C0 Cl

0 ci+p+1 ■ ■ ■ ¿i"*1    dit]     0 ci+p+2---.0 ^-rp i+p+X 0

Thus the leading elements in the p -4- 2th set reduce to p + 2 rows a, p rows o,

and 1 row c. Those of the p -f 3th set similarly reduce to p + 3 rows a, p

rows 6, and 2 rows c ; and so on for the remaining sets, the number of a rows

and c rows increasing by 1 in each set, and the number of 6 rows remaining

stationary and equal to p.    Thus the effect of an irregularity in the p + 1th set
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is to reduce the whole number of rows in each set from the^ + 1th onwards by

1, the ath set (q>p) having its q rows b altered to p rows b and q—p—1

rows c.

We may now consider the effect of a second irregularity, which may occur at

the p+ 2th or any later set. Suppose it occurs at the q + 2th set (q=p).

As before, the last row of leading elements of the q -4- 2th set, i. e., the

q — p + 1th row c, must be dependent on the rest, and the row of the whole

array is replaced by a row d belonging to the q -f 3th set. The same reasoning

applies as before, the only difficulty occurring with the ô rows, the number of

which remains stationary after the pth. set. We may, however, reinsert the b

rows which have disappeared for the purpose of deducing the d rows. The

result is that the q + 3th set will have q + 3 rows a, p rows b, q—p rows c,

and 1 row d; and in succeeding sets the number of a and d rows will increase

by one in each set, and the number of b and c rows will remain stationary, while

the whole number of rows in each set from the q + 2th onwards will be again

diminished by 1. This process of modification must be continued until we

arrive at the ¿th regular set with leading elements linearly independent. From

and after this point the f 's vanish (§ 8, iii). The system of f equations may

then be said to be prepared for solution. The solution is obtained by starting

with the set preceding the ¿th regular set, and working backwards through the sets.

10. We have already seen in § 8 (v) that a single solution J"| =a>' gives other

solutions, viz., the (s + l)th solution of the (r-f-l)th set of solutions is

).    The array of these solutions, supposing I the limit index, isÇp = ap+r(r^
^q q+S \

¿•i yx yi
'Ü     '1     '0

El
El
El
E¡

E2

E:

zo   zo

»0

1-1
0
Î—1
0
Î-1
1

I
0
I

X
I
2

yi-2   yi—x
= ¡-2     '0

1 — 2
l-X
1-2

-X
-1

!
Í-2
I

-X

I

l-X
0
,1
■o
I

-X     £
-X    s i r;

This is also the array of the coefficients of the one-set system of equations consisting

of El=2a,>zp=0 and all its dérivâtes E^=0, which we will call the z equations.

The z equations divide into sets, according to the degree, or index of z in the

leading terms, giving this name to the terms with highest index in the z equations,

and to the terms with lowest index in the £ equations. We modify the z array

in the same way as the ¿f array, so that the rows of leading elements in each set

may be linearly independent.    The reasoning of § 9 shows that, after modifica-
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tion, the number of rows in any set is at most 1 more than in the previous set ;

if it is 1 more, the set is called regular, otherwise it is irregular. An irregular

set has the same number of rows as the preceding set. For, in the set of equa-

tions of degree n, we cannot eliminate all the leading terms z\, z", -•-»",

since the rows of leading elements are independent. Nor can we eliminate

z«, z?, • • -, z" ,, as that would make z" a linear function of z's with lower index,
0 '     1 ' '    n—1 , n ~   '

and z\ also, by taking the ( n — i ) th y-derivate ; so that z\ = 0, which is con-

trary to the hypothesis a\ 4= 0 . * We here use the fact that every z with index

< i vanishes, not assuming, however, that it is a consequence of the one-set

2ap*i> = 0. Now the coefficients of «¡J, z™, • • •, znn_x are leading elements in the

set of degree n — 1. Hence the set of degree n — 1 has as many rows, and if

irregular has the same number of rows, as the set of degree n.

11. Two corresponding arrays are defined as those which have the same

number of columns and are such that the sum of the products of the elements

of any row in one and any row in the other is zero. When each array consists

of independent rows we shall call them corresponding independent arrays. It is

clear that if the whole number of rows of two corresponding independent arrays

is equal to the number of columns, each array represents the complete solution

of the equations given by the other array ; from which it follows also that the

whole number of rows in the two arrays cannot exceed the number of columns

in either array.

The modified Ç and z arrays are corresponding independent arrays, and so also

are the arrays of leading elements of any two sets of the same degree. Hence,

to prove that the z array gives the complete solution of the Ç equations, it has

only to be shown that the leading elements of any two sets of the same degree

together form a square array ; for then the whole ¿f and z arrays also form a

square array. This amounts to proving that if the set of degree n in the £

array is regular, then the set of degree n — 1 in the z array is regular. We

shall prove this for a particular example, sufficiently complicated to make the

general reasoning clear.

12. Suppose that i = 5, and that the sets of degree 5, 6, 9, 11, 12 of the f

array are regular; then we have to prove that the sets of degree 4, 5, 8,10,11

of the z array are regular. We know that the last is regular, since by hypothe-

sis, the a's with limit index 11 do not vanish. We shall assume that the sets of

degree 10 and 8 are regular also, in which case the sets of degree 9, 7, 6 must

be irregular, and prove that the sets of degree 5 and 4 are regular ; this will

include all the steps of the proof for the sets of degree 10 and 8. The £ and z

arrays are exhibited by the following table :

* This proof is taken from T § 7 ; but is simplified by reason of the assumption a* 4= 0.
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yi    ys    ye    yt    yt    ys    yio    yu    y™
= 0        =0        '0        '0        =0        =0        = 0 '0 «0

"0 "0

K
«0

ft;

«0

<

bl

bl
<

<

<

<
if

"0

<

<

<

bl

0

„5

H1

<

ft8"o

bl
„xx

"-0

<

bl1

K
<

<
K
„IS

a\

bl

v0

<

K
»«
dl1

1 row

1 "
2 rows

2 «
3 "
2    "
4 «

2    «

5 "
2 "

1 "

6
2

1

7
2

1

1
8
2
1
2

reg.

reg.

irr.

irr.

-reg.

1.

freg.

freg.

«5

ßl
<
ßt
<
ßl

ßl

<

«9

*fl

X9
0

,10

•a

ß ßl    ßl

ßl    ßl    ß

<

ßl

ßl

ßl
vl

ßl

1 row

2 rows

2    »

2    "
1 row

2 rows

1 row

2 rows

1 row

2 rows

1 row

1 «
2 rows

1 row

2 rows

reg.

reg.

irr.

reg.

• irr.

■ irr.

reg.

■ reg.

Only the merest outline of the arrays is given ; but the filling up will be
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understood from what has been already said.    Thus the leading elements of the

third set of the upper array and fourth set of the lower array are respectively

al

0

0

"o

0

a,   a',  ai  ai  a: 0

a?  a?  a\  a0,   a;

and x11

*X

0

b\

ax ai  a,  a%  al  a? ßl

«l1   41

a\\   af

ßl   ßl

*4

,11

^6

,11

ßl ßl     ßl     ßl ßl ßl

bi

b\

b\

b\

b\

0

0

A curious property of the z array, which we do not stay to prove, is that the

determinants formed by consecutive columns of the leading elements of any set

which is one degree higher than an irregular set are in geometrical progression.

The connected property of the t, array is not expressed so simply.

13. We have to prove that the set of degree 5 in the z array is regular,

i. e., has 4 independent rows. If it is not regular, then, by joining it on to the

two preceding irregular sets, we see that the following array must vanish :

ßr'

ßt

0

,10

ßl

ßl

o

,10

ßl
ßl

ßl
ßl

ßl ßl

aw     a11U6 "ü

«J°        a}1

ßl ßl
ßl ßl

7

,11

ßl
ßl

ßl

ßl
The 4th row here is reinserted, since it belongs to the complete z array, and

gives rise to the row 7 in the set of degree 5. The other 9 rows are independent,

as already proved, so that the 4th row is dependent on the other 9, on the sup-

position that the array vanishes. We may then add further columns to the

array, so that the new array also vanishes, by properly choosing the values of

the elements added in the 4th row. We shall add three such columns, contain-

ing three new elements ß®, ß7s, ßl in the 4th row. Then by comparing the sets

of degree 6, 7, 8 in the £ and z arrays the following are seen to be correspond-

ing arrays, the 4th row of the lower array being added, since it is dependent on

the others :
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bl K

K

ßl
ß\

ßl

ßl

ßl     ßl
ße7      ß\

ßl      ßl
ßl      ßl

~7 "1

ßl ßl

ßl

ßl

Hence the following arrays also correspond :

bl hi

ai

bl

ßl
,10

ßl

a\

ßl

,10*1

ßl  ßl

7 A-"0

11

«8 a\

ßl        ßl
œ

a\

ßl

^8 ^0

al"     a10      „n

ßl      ßl

ßl

2 rows

2

3

2

4

2

ßl

3 rows

3 «

4 «

2    "

5 «

2    «

/398
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Here the only row not given by the sets of degree 7, 8, 9 of the table is the

third row of the lower array, which takes the place of the 3d and 4th rows of

the lower array in the previous step. Both arrays consist of independent rows,

the last row of the 1st set in the upper array being equivalent to a row c in the

3d set. But the number of rows in the two arrays combined is greater than

the number of columns, which is impossible. The set of degree 5 in the z

array must therefore have 4 independent rows, and is regular.

Again, the set of degree 4 of the z array is regular ; for the first 4 rows are

independent (§ 10), and, if the 5th row is dependent on them, we can add an

element 7* such that the array

ßl

Vl

ßl

Vl

7Ï---YS

vanishes.    To this corresponds the array

hence the arrays
K

K

ßl

70

al

bl;

2 rows

2 rows

ßl
„,5

correspond ; which is impossible, for the same reason as before.

The above reasoning, although applied to a particular example, is perfectly

general, and shows that the general solution of any system of f equations, which

includes i regular sets of equations, is fp = 2A^<x*+^, where Çp = ap is a par-

ticular solution.    From this the one-set theorem follows, as in § 8 (vi).

14. The converse theorem that the complete solution of any one-set

system of equations is expressible by means of two particular solutions

a, ft(viz. zp = ~LXrtapZrs + 2/¿¡ftpI^) is proved in a similar way.    Taking the
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example already considered, we suppose the z array given, and have to prove

that there are two particular solutions a, b of the z equations such that, if the %

array be formed for the series a, b, the set of degree n in the % array is regular

if the set of degree n — 1 in the z array is regular. We assume that the z

equations do not require z\ to vanish (footnote § 7). The series a is then any

solution in which a\ =j= 0, and the series b is any other solution which supplies

an additional independent row in the earliest set of the £ array where it happens

to be needed. In the example considered this is the first set, so that a suit-

able choice for the solution b would be any one in which b\ = 0, provided

b\, b\, b\, b\, b\ do not all vanish.

If the set of degree 6 in the £ array were not then regular, 7* could be so

chosen that the .two following arrays correspond :

K

ßl

^7

2 rows

2 rows

The 7 row is added by comparing the sets of degree 5, assuming the 2d 6 row

dependent.    From this it follows that the two independent arrays

K

ßl

7o-

Tí

ßl

ri

1 row

1 row

correspond, which is impossible. Hence the set of degree 6 in the f array is

regular. Similarly the rest of the proof of the direct theorem can be reversed ;

and it follows that the sets of degree 9, 11, 12 in the Ç array are regular. This

proves the converse theorem. The one-set theorem is, I believe, true for any

number of dimensions ; but the converse is only true for two dimensions.
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The irregularities of a one-set.

15. The diagram (7*§ 32) of the equations of the one-set of § 12 above is

El

E¡

El

El

Et

El

El
E2

E3X

E*

-CIO

*-  0

Fl
0

El    El

E'°    F2-"i 0

-*■ 0

E\ E\: Fi■*■ 0

Gl
&U

where E% = 1apqzp, Fl = IßpzP, G°0 = 1,ypzP. This diagram shows the

irregularities in the simplest way. There are three irregularities altogether, one

before Fl appears, and two consecutive ones before G% appears. Consecutive

irregularities can be considered together, but separated irregularities must be

considered by themselves in the order in which they appear.

It is clear that Fl replaces E22, and is equal to E2 modified by E's which

occur in the first two columns, viz.,

Fl =fl El +fl El +f22 E¡,        where       f2 = l.

We shall say that xp~qyq corresponds to Ep, so that the potynomial which cor-

responds to Fl is

F=flx2-rflxy+f2y2.

Again G\ is Fl (or E33 ) modified, viz.,

Gl = (F¡, Fl, Fl, E0A El, El, *•)« = g30El + ...,

and to G°0 corresponds a series g(g\ = l), and polynomial G, viz.,

G = g30x3 + g\x2y + g\xy2 + g\y3 + g^ + g\x3y + g\x%y2 + g\x" + g\xly.

Also, from the first expression for G\ above, since xF, y F correspond to F\,

F\, we have

G = Fux + P4,

where un is a homogeneous polynomial in x, y of degree n, and Pn denotes a

polynomial, or power series, whose lowest terms are of degree n.

16. The relation// E¡ + /,2 Ex2 +f22 E¡ = F°0, where Fl is one degree lower

in »'s than El, El, E2, shows that the following arrays correspond :
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z"

fl
A
A
i
m

n

r

<    «J1

/2 f2 J.20      J  1      J 2

A  A  f
A  A  f

A  A  f

Hence the lower array gives a complete solution for z*, • • ■, z*, so that

zgas5 + zjaty + ■■■ + 4yi

= (.fW +A*y +f\y'l)(lx3 + mx2y + nxy2 + rf) = Pw3

or, if S = "2zpxp~qyq is the general polynomial which satisfies the one-set,

S=Fu3 + P6.

Again, from the relation

g3E\ +... + glE\ + gtEt + g\E\ + g\E\ + g%E% + g\E\ = G%,

combined with the former relation, we see that the two following arrays corres-

pond:

zlz\z°2z\

gt

9\

9l

9l

9t

9\

9Í

9l

9\

«2°

¿0 ¿x ¿2 ¿>Z ¿4 &5 S6       A0 Sl *2 H ¿4 ¿5 ¿6 Ál

«8

a»

,10
-'•o

,10*2

1n
*0

a,10

a 10

a^iVlos

9I9I9I9I

glg\

gt g\ g\

3 rows

4 rows

Z2/2/2 6 rows.
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Hence

# = G(ut + u3) + Fub + Ps,

since the upper array has all its rows independent except the 4th, and conse-

quently the lower array gives a complete solution for z5, z6, z7.

Two results should be noted, which hold for any one-set : ( i ) # is expressible

by means of F, G, • ■ • up to and including terms of a degree equal to the index

of E in the last row of the diagram of the one-set; and (ii) the solution

#= ff(ii,-f-!i3)+ Fus + Pg is the general solution of the i equations of the

one-set (and all their dérivâtes) contained in the ¿th line of the diagram when

written in E's only, viz., in the present example,

El

El E\

El E\

E\ E\

E\ E\

E\ E\

E\ E\

El E\.

The general solution of the whole one-set is obtained by applying to u2, u3, it ,

Ps the conditions which arise from the equations contained in the first 4 (or

* — 1 ) lines of this diagram. There are two equations (Fl0 = 0, G% = 0)

which involve the coefficients of u2, u3, u5 only, of which one ((?J = 0) involves

the coefficients of u2 only ; the other 8 involve in addition the coefficients of

Ps. The above form of the diagram is easily obtained from the original form

by writing for the F's and G's their equivalent E's.

17. Take the still more complicated one-set whose diagram is

F°

E40     E\     F\

El0    El0    F¡    F\    F\    Gl

F?    E]1    Fl    F\    Fl    Gl

El2   E\2   Fl   F\    F\    G2.

There are three groups of consecutive irregularities, to the third of which cor-

responds an expression HI, containing no »5 or z6, where

Hl=(Gl, G\, G2, F¡, F\, Fl, Fl, F\, F\, E^, E?, El2, Eff\
Am. Trans. Math. Soo. 27

E\

E\    E\

E\    E\    E\

El

El

:A

z7

z6

z5
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Since Fl, Gl, HI replace E\, E\, E\ respectively, we have, as in § 16,

S=F(u4+ w5) + Ps,

S= G(ux+ u2 + u3) + F(u7 + m8) + Pn,

(1) S=H(u0 + «,) + G(u3 + u4 + «5) + F(u9 + m10) + PI3.

Also, from the relations,

G0 = (Fl,F3,F¡,F¡, ...,El,E\,..-r\

Hl=(G\, G\, Gl,Fl,F\,Fl,..,,EX,E»,...Y\
we have

(2) G=F(v3+v4) + P7,

(3) H=G(vx + v2) + F(v7 + vs) + Pxx,

(4) H=G(vx + v2) + P9,        from (3),

(5) H=F(vxv3 + v5) + Ps,        from (2) and (3).

In (2) and (3) we may restrict v4 to 3 terms, x*, x3y, x2y2, v2 to 1 term, and

v7, vg each to 3 terms ; but this has no special significance for what follows.

None of the coefficients of u0, ux, u3, u4, u5, u9, uxg, in (1) can be dispensed

with, although other forms than (1) might be adopted for S. The polynomial

F contains terms of degree 2 and 3, G contains terms of degree 5 to 9, and H

contains terms of degree 6 to 12. The relations (2) and (3) show that the addi-

tion of Hu2 or Gu6 would not alter the form of the right hand side of (1).

Geometrical interpretation. When the last of the polynomials F, G, ■ •■

has all its tangents distinct the above results can be interpreted geometrically.

The line Pj, El of the diagram, being followed by 7 irregularities in all. indi-

cates that the two branches of S whose tangents are f02x2 -\-fxxy + f2y2 = 0

have contact of the 7th order with two branches of H, i. e., they are fixed to

the 7th order. The line E¡, E¡, F2, F2, F¡, being followed by 5 irregulari-

ties, indicates that 3 more branches of S, whose tangents are v3 = 0, have con-

tact of the 5th order with three other branches of H; and the line P0'°, • ■ -, G\\,

being followed by 2 irregularities, indicates that the last branch of 8, whose

tangent is vx = 0, has contact of the 2d order with the last branch of //. In

other words, all the 6 branches of S are fixed to the 2d order, 5 branches are

fixed to the 5th order, and 2 to the 7th order.

To prove this, let G', F' denote the power series which divide H, and have

the same tangents as G, F respectively. Then from (4) G = G' + P8, and

from (1) 8 = G' Px + Pxx ; hence 5 of the branches of S have contact with G',

and with H, of the 5th order. Again, from (5), F= F' -f P4, and from (3),

G(vx + v9) = F'(vxv3 +•■•) + Pu ; hence F' has contact with G of the 5th

order, i. e., G = F(v3 + • • • ) + Bio\ hence, from (1), 8 = F'P4 -f P13 ; i. e.,

two of the branches of S have contact with F', and with H, of the 7th order.
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This interpretation of the irregularities agrees with that suggested by Miss

Scott in T § 32. The interpretation does not apply if H has any cusp or higher

singularity at the origin.

18. The number of intersections. It follows from § 17, when the last of the

polynomials F, G, •• • has all its tangents distinct, that the whole intersection

at the origin of any two curves which satisfy the one-set is at least equivalent to

as many ordinary points as there are independent equations in the one-set.

From the diagram we can choose 6 lines containing 1, 2, • • •, 6 equations

respectively, to which may be added the 15 equations zp = 0 when p < 5 (the

equations a5 = 0 being included in the diagram). These make 62 (or i2) equa-

tions. There are still left in the diagram 2 lines containing 2 equations preced-

ing the line containing Fl, 3 lines of 5 equations preceding G°0, and 2 lines of

6 equations after G°0 ; counting these by columns there are 2x7 + 3x54-1x2

equations, which equals the number of additional intersections of the two curves

due to the contacts of their several branches, which they have in common with

H. If the two curves had further contact the number of their intersections

would exceed the number of independent equations of the one-set ; but in this

case it follows from what is proved below that the one-set would not then be the

whole one-set of the two curves.

This result follows from the relations (1), (2), (3) on the supposition that all

the tangents of H are distinct. If H had some or all of its tangents coincident,

the number of the intersections would not thereby be diminished, although it is

conceivable that it might be increased. Hence we may assume it to be always

true that the number of intersections at the origin of any two curves which

satisfy a given one-set is at least equal to the number of independent equations

of the one-set.

From this it can be shown that the two numbers are exactly equal when the

one-set is the whole one-set of the two curves. Choose two curves Cx, C2 of

degrees I, m, having a given one-set for their whole one-set (§ 14), and such

that their terms of highest degree have no factor in common. Let # be a curve

of degree = I + to — 2 with all its coefficients at disposal. By making # satisfy

the one-set, we have # = CXBX + C2P2. Also, by moving the origin in succes-

sion to each point of intersection of Cx, C2, and making # satisfy all the cor-

responding one-sets, # takes the form CXPX + C2P2 for every point of intersec-

tion of Cx, C2. Hence, by Noether's Theorem, #= C,#, + C2S2, where

C, #, and C2S2 are of the same degree as #, since the terms of degree l, m

in C,, C2 have no common factor. But the number of independent equations

that must be satisfied by the coefficients of # (of degree = I + m — 2) in order

that it may be of the above form is known to be Im, which is also the number

of ordinary points of intersection of Cx, C2. Hence the equations of the one-

sets of Cx, C2 for all their points of intersection are equivalent to the same
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number (Im) of independent equations. This can only be true when the num-

ber of independent equations in each one-set is equal to (since it does not exceed)

the corresponding number of ordinary intersections.

19. Another theorem of importance follows from § 17. Any ¿-set contained

in a one-set E can be written in the form of the equations 2ap Ep = 0,

?,bpEp = 0, • ■ • with all their dérivâtes 2a?Fp+ ' = 0, • • •.    The theorem is
q      q ' q      q+m '

that if the t-set includes all the equations in the first line of the diagram of E

which has the full complement of i equations then any series which satisfies

the one-set is expressible by means of the series a, ft, • • •, i. e.,

S=AB + BQ+ ■•■

where A = 2apxp~qyq, ■ • -, and P, Q, ■ ■ ■ are power series. Also P, Q, ■

can all be chosen so as to vanish when x = y = 0. Also, if 2a" Ep = 0 is

any equation included in the t-set, then the series a' is expressible by means of

the series a, ft,

We shall prove this for the one-set of § 17. The ¿-set then includes all the

equations E¡\ F™, Fl, Fl, F26, G°0. Any equation 2a'*Ep = 0 included

in the ¿-set is expressible identically in the form

~Za'pEp = ZXr'2apEp+r + I.url,bpEp+r + • • -,
q q 8 q q+e      ' »   ê q q+s      ' '

for 2ayEp+rt, etc., include all the independent expressions in z involved in the

equations of the ¿-set. This identity, however, is one in z'a ; but we may equate

coefficients of E's if we first add to the right hand side all expressions in E's which

identically vanish, each with an undetermined multiplier. All such expressions,

as well as several others which do not identically vanish, are included in «-déri-

vâtes of El°, E{\ Fl, F\, Fl, and all dérivâtes of G°0.    Hence we obtain

A' = AP + BQ + ■ ■ • + GBX + FP7 + P,„

where P denotes as before a power series whose lowest terms are of degree n.

It has to be shown that GPX + FP7 + Pxx may be omitted from this identity.

Since Ef, jE7}0 are included in the ¿-set and El", Ef, ■ ■ -, E\l are expressible

in terms of these and .?"s with index = 8 (for Fl replaces El) we may put A'

equal to any one of x10, x9y, • • •, y10 ; hence Pxx may be omitted from the form

for A'. Again, since Fl, F\, Fl are included in the ¿-set, and F\, • ■ ■ Fl are

expressible in terms of these and E's with index =Ë 10 and G'a with index =S 3 ,

we may put A' equal to any one of the polynomials x6F, x5yF, • ■ ■, y6F; from

which it easily follows that FP7 may be omitted in the form for A'. Finally,

since GI is included in the ¿-set, we may write G for A' ; so that GPX may be

omitted.    Hence
A' = AP + BQ+...,

i. e., the series a  is expressible by means of the series a, ft,

Also, since (§ 17)

#= G(ux + u2 + u3) + F(u1 + u8) + P„,
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and G, FP6, P10 are all of the form A', we have

S=AP + BQ+-.-,

where P, Q, • ■ • are power series which all vanish when x = y = 0.    Hence also

we have the following theorem, which will be used later : —

A one-set E can always be found containing any given t-set, such that if

the t-set be expressed in any manner in the form 2apEp = 0, 26^ Ep = 0, • • •,

then any polynomial satisfying the one-set is of the form. AP + BQ -f • • •,

where A = 1,a"xp~qyq, • ■ ■, and P, Q, ■ ■■ are power series which vanish when

x = y = 0.

Let a ,b', • • • be the series, and A', B', ■ ■ ■ the corresponding polynomials,

by means of which the general solution of the ¿-set can be expressed. Let A'

have terms of as low degree i as anyone of the polynomials A', B', •••.

Divide A' into all the other polynomials until remainders are obtained com-

mencing with terms of as high degree as possible ; these remainders may be

taken as the polynomials B', C, • • -. Let B' have terms of as low degree

j (—i) as any one of B', C , • • •. Then the one-set of A', B' satisfies the

conditions. This one-set contains the i-set ; each of the lines in its diagram cor-

responding to zi_1, • • -, ¡är*-1 contains i equations, and the line corresponding to

z? contains only i — 1 equations. Also the equations in the line corresponding

to z'~x gives all the one-sets of degree j — 1 satisfied by the series a ; and these

one-sets are all satisfied by each of the series a , b', ■ ■ ■ (since every b', c',

with index <_; vanishes), and are therefore all included in the i-set. Hence the

theorem follows.

It is not necessary for this theorem that the series a, b, ■ ■ • should be inde-

pendent, or limited in number; nor is it necessary that the one-set should be'

restricted to the choice that has been made. It is proved in §§ 22, 23 that the

one-set E may be chosen as the one-set of any pair of the series a', b', ■ ■ -,

provided these are all independent.

20. In the case where the £ equations of two series a, b include only k regular

sets altogether, where k < ¿, the following array will vanish, however far it may

be carried :
a!«<+>

o0+1

i'f2

br
„i+X

<

k + 1 rows

k+1 "

k + 2    "

k "

k + 3    "

k
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there being only k rows b in each set except the first. For if the rows of this

array were all independent, and we modify it so that the leading elements in

each set may be independent, we must come sometime to a set containing k + 1

rows in addition to the rows a, which is contrary to the hypothesis. Hence the

whole last row of the 1st set is dependent on the other rows of the array. We

may border the array by a row of arbitrary elements, and a column which is not

arbitrary, viz.,

ok    ■ ■ ■    ok    crk     •••    trk    ok+1     ■ ■ ■    ok+l    crk+l     . . ■    erk+l
Po' >  Pki  °o> '  °*>  ro     » '  P*+i>  °o     ,     '   ,  °*-i>

o*+2     . . .    ok+2    crk+2    ■ ■ .    crk+2    . . .
ro    ,        , tJk+2i "o    '        ' °*-i»        »

in which o-* is not zero, and take the sum of every element in the array multi-

plied by the two corresponding elements in the border to be zero. Choosing the

elements of the border row to be

xi+k   xi+k~ly    ■•■   ui+k   xi+k+l   xi+ku   •■•   wi+*+1   xi+k+2   •••

we obtain the identity

p\xkCx + p\xk~xyCx + ■■■ + °\xkC2 + <r\xk-lyC2 + • • • = 0,

or

CxPx+C2P2 = 0,

where Px, P2 are power series in which terms of order k are present, since

crkk =j= 0. Hence Cx, C2 have a common factor with a multiple point at least of

order i — k at the origin;* for if all the common factors of P2, Px which

vanish at the origin be divided out, Cx and C2 will be divisible by the factors

which remain, and the quotients will be identical, except in sign.

Independence of one-sets and of series.

21.  A t-set system of equations is not equivalent to any but a t-set system.

It will be sufficient to prove this for a 3-set, E — E' = E" = 0 .    In the first

place no identical relation of the form

2XrPr + 2x"P"r + 2X"rP"r = 0
S S ' S3' SS

can exist, in which X¡¡, XÓ , Xq are not all zero. For if X° = 1, then, by taking

all the dérivâtes of the identity we can find all the dérivâtes of E, and finally

E itself, in terms of F', E" and their dérivâtes, so that the system is not a 3-

set.    Suppose then that the 3-set is equivalent to a 2-set F = F' = 0.    Then

E, E', E" are expressible in terms of F, F' and their dérivâtes, and also

F, F' in terms of E, E', E" and their dérivâtes, i. e.,

*Bïeey, On a case of divisibility, etc., Proceedings of the London Mathematical

S ociety, vol. 30 (1899), p. 275.
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E=XF+X'F' + ... + xriFrs+x:rF'8r + -..,

E' = p.F+ p'F' + ••■,

E" =vF+v'F' + •■•,

F=PE+p'E' + p"E" + -..,

F' = <rE+a'E' + a"E" + ■■■.

Substitute from the last two and their dérivâtes in the first three, then

E=X(pE+p'E' +p"E") + X'(crE+cr'E'+ a"E") + •■•,

E' = p,(PE + p'E' + p"E") + ¡J,'(aE + a'E'-r a"E") + ■ • -,

E" =v(PE+ p'E' + p"E") + v'(aE-r a'E'+ a"E") + ■■■.

In the last three identities the coefficients of E, E', E" vanish, from above;

hence we have

A'A

p,    p.

v     v

0

1

0

= 1,

which is impossible.    Hence it is clear that the 3-set is not equivalent to any

but a 3-set.

Any number of series a, ft, c, • • • are said to be independent if no one is

expressible by means of the rest. In such a case no relation of the form

2<x^ apzrs + 2/3^ bpz¡ + • ■ • = 0 can exist for all values of p, q (p = q =0) fixed

for one relation, unless al, ßl, • ■ • all vanish. For the above relation gives an

identity AXCX + A2C2-\- ••■=(), where Ax, A2, ■ ■ -, Cx, C2, • ■ • are the power

series corresponding to the series a, ß, ■ ■ -, a, b, ■ ■ -, from which one of the

power series C,, C2, • • • is expressible by means of the rest if one of the con-

stant terms of Ax, A2, • ■ -, viz., a°>, /3{J, • • -, does not vanish. From this it can

be proved in the same way as above that ¿ + 1 independent series are not

equivalent to any but ¿ + 1 independent series either in respect to the series which

are expressible by means of them, or in respect to the one-sets which they satisfy.

The t-set theorem.

22. Consider all the one-sets satisfied by the ¿' -f 2 given independent series

a , ft', •■•. Let E = 2af ¡sj be any one-set (e. g., the one-set of a , ft', which is

the choice we shall eventually make) containing all the one-sets. Then the gen-

eral one-set contained in E is

2z'vE>' = 0.
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In order that this and all its dérivâtes 2»'^ Ep+^ = 0 may be satisfied by the

series a', we have

•Ez'pA'p=0, ■■-, 2z'M'i:+! = 0, ...,

where A'p is the value of E'' when the series a' is written for z.    But

Zz'pA'p = 2z'p2«' a""" = 2z','2a^a'r
q q q a     s — q q a-\-q     a

= 2a'r2at»z/J' = 2a"'2^'^ = 2a'rP'r,
s s-j-q    q a q    q—a a a    '

and similarly
Zz'pA'p++! =Za'rE'r++l.

q q+m s s + m

Hence the necessary and sufficient condition that the series a' may satisfy the

one-set ~ï.z'pEp = 0 is that the series z should satisfy the one-set ~2a'srErs = 0,

or 2,a'pEp = 0 ; and in order that all the series a', b', ■ ■ • may satisfy the one-set

2z'pPJ' = 0, it is necessary and sufficient that the series z' should satisfy the

t' + 2 one-sets ^a'"Ep = 0, 1b'pE" = 0, ....

Let the general solution of these t' + 2 one-sets be expressible by the t inde-

pendent series a, b, ■ ■ •; then expressing z' by the series a, b , ■ ■ -, and substi-

tuting in 2z'iPJ' = 0, we see that the t one-sets

1apEp = 0, 26"P" = 0, • • • (t one-sets)

make up all the one-sets which the given series a , b', ■ ■ ■ satisfy. Between

these t one-sets, and the t' -+■ 2 one-sets

2«;PP'; = 0, ^b'pE"q = 0, •. - ( t' + 2 one-sets),

a reciprocal relation exists, viz., the complete solution of the t one-sets is given

by the t' + 2 independent series a', b', ■ ■■, and the complete solution of the

t' -4- 2 one-sets is given by the t independent series a, b, • • •. Such mutually

related systems are said to be residual with respect to the one-set E. *

* If S is the general power series which satisfies the t one-sets, then

S=A>P+B'Q + --,

where A', B', ■ ■ ■ are the power series corresponding to the series a', V, ••-, and P, Q, ■ ■ ■ are

arbitrary power series. Further, in order that S' may be the general power series such that SS'

satisfies the one-set, it is necessary and sufficient that A' S', B' S', • • • should satisfy the one-set,

i. e., that S' should satisfy the V -\- 2 one-sets, or that S' should be of the form

S/ = AP+BQ+--.

Thus, if S, S' are any power series satisfying the t one-sets and t' -\- 2 one-sets respectively, then

SS' satisfies the one-set. It is proved in P \ 32 that the number of independent equations in

the t one-sets added to the number of independent equations in the t' -f- 2 one-sets is equal to the

number of independent equations in the one-set E.
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23. The ¿' + 2 one-sets 2a" Ep = 0, etc., will be independent provided the

series h, k which determine the one-set E are such that

H=A'P +B'Q +..-,

F=A'P' + B'Q' + .-.,

where P, Q, ■ ■-, P', Q', ■ ■ ■ are power series which all vanish when

x = y = 0. For the ¿' + 1 one-sets 2,b'pqEp = 0, 2c'J^ = 0, • • ■ are the

equations which the series z has to satisfy in order that the series b', c ,

may satisfy the one-set 2s;"' Ep = 0; and if the one-set 2a" E>' = 0 is depen-

dent on the remaining ¿' + 1 one-sets, the series a must satisfy all the one-sets

contained in E, viz., all the one-sets ~2,z"'qEp = 0, which the series ft', c ,

satisfy, i. e., a must satisfy all the one-sets which h, k, ft', c', • •■ satisfy.

Hence A' must be expressible by means of H, F, B' , C, •■• and therefore

also by means of B', C, ■ ■ ■ alone, which is impossible, since the series

a', ft', ■ • • are independent.

Again, the ¿' -f 2 one-sets cannot reduce to less than f independent one-sets,

and do reduce to a  ¿'-set  if H = A'  and  F = B'; for  then 2a"E*'  and
q      q

2ft" Ep vanish identically. If the first three of the ¿' + 2 one-sets were depen-

dent on the rest, it would follow as above that the series a', ft', c would be

expressible by means of h, k and the remaining series, so that the t' + 2 inde-

pendent series a', ft', • • • would be equivalent to ¿' + 1 independent series only,

which is impossible (§ 20).

Similar properties hold for the ¿ one-sets 2ai'_Ë'f = 0, etc., which forma

definite or given system of equations, independent of E, since their solutions

are the given series a , ft', ■ ■ •. Choose two solutions h, k of the ¿ one-sets for

determining the one-set E as in § 18, so that

F=AP+BQ+--,       K=AP' + BQ' + ••-,

where B, Q, • • ■, P', Q', • • • all vanish when x = y = 0. In this case we may

take H, F to be A', B' respectively ; the t one-sets are then independent, from

above, i. e., they make a ¿-set, and the ¿' + 2 one-sets make a ¿'-set. Hence to

any ¿-set, determined by ¿' -f 2 independent series, there corresponds a residual

¿'-set determined by t independent series. Thus, starting from the ¿-set, we can

form the following chain of residues, to each of which we can assign the corre-

sponding number of independent series,

¿-set ¿'-set (¿ —2)-set        (¿'— 2)-set
etc.

(¿' -f 2) series        t series        ¿' series (t — 2) series

If ¿' is odd we must come to a one-set, to which nothing but two series can

correspond (§ 14) ; and if ¿' is even, we must come to two series, to which noth-
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ing but a one-set can correspond (§ 13). Hence it follows that t = t' + 1, and

that all the one-sets which t + 1 independent series satisfy make up a ¿-set.

This is the ¿-set theorem.

24. If the t independent one-sets, or ¿-set, 2ap Ep = 0, etc. and the ¿' inde-

pendent one-sets, or ¿'-set, '2a'pEp = 0, etc., are residual with respect to the

one-set E, determined by the two series h, k, then the relations between the

series a, b, ■ ■ -, a , b', - ■-, and h, k are as follows. No one of the series

a, b, ■ • ■ is expressible by means of the rest and h, k, since the t one-sets

"2apEp=0, etc., are independent. If h (or k) is dependent on a, b, ••-,

then, when H (or JT) is expressed in the form ^4P + BQ + ■ • ■, the constant

terms of the power series P, Q, ■ ■• must all vanish. Similarly for the series

a , b', ■ • -, and h, k.    The numbers t, ¿' can differ at most by unity.

(i) If ¿' = t — 1, the series h, k are dependent on a, o, • • -, and independent

of a , V, ■ • •.    This is the case of § 23 after omitting a , b'.

If ¿' = t + 1, the series h, k are dependent on a , b', ■ ■ -, and independent

oí a, b,

(ii) If ¿' = ¿, the series h, k can be so modified, without altering the whole

one-set E determined by them, that h is dependent on a, b, • • • and indepen-

dent of a', b', ■ ■■, and k is dependent on a', b', ■ ■ ■ and independent of a, b, ■ ■ ■.

This is not proved above.

Also if a ¿-set and ¿'-set are residual with respect to a one-set E they can be

expressed as ¿' -f- 1 one-sets and ¿ + 1 one-sets respectively,

I.ap E" = 0, 26p E1' = 0, • • •    ( ¿' + 1 one-sets or ¿-set ),
q q ' q q ' \ ' / 7

1afEpq = 0, 'Zb'fE* = 0,  • • -    ( t + 1 one-sets or ¿'-set),

where the ¿' + 1 independent series a, b, • • • give the complete solution of the

¿'-set, and the ¿ + 1 independent series a', b', ■ ■ ■ give the complete solution of

the ¿-set.    Here two of the ¿' + 1 one-sets are dependent on the rest, or two of

the ¿ + 1 one-sets are dependent on the rest, or one one-set is dependent on the

rest in each system ; each of the series h, k being among one or other of the

t + 1 and t' + 1 series.
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